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                    Products 

                    
                    
                        Products
                        
                        
            
            	 Plumbed in water dispensers
                COVID-secure bottle free dispensers that provide healthy and sustainable hydration.
                
                    	Hands-free
	Sparkling water
	Countertop
	Hot & cold

 
                

            
	 Fountains and bottle filling
                Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets.
                
            


        


            
            	 Bottled water coolers
                Environmentally friendly and flexible hydration solutions.
                
                    	Order water

 
                

            
	 Instant boilers
                High volumes of instantly hot water for your workplace.
                
            


        


            
            	 Instant hot and cold taps
                Premium range of integrated water dispensers with multiple water options.
                
                    	Instant hot and cold range
	Boiling and chilled
	Chilling and sparkling

 
                

            
	 High volume
                High capacity and durable water dispensers for high use spaces.
                
            


        


                        
                        

                        
                            Not sure what product is right for you?   

                            Choose our product finder to help.
                        

                    
                    

                
	Accessories
	
            
            Why Waterlogic
            
Why Waterlogic
                
	 Unrivalled purity 
                
                
            
	 COVID-Secure
                
                
            
	 World’s most certified
                
                
            
	 Sustainability
                
                
            
	 Reduce costs
                
                
            
	 Total Care
                
                
            
	 Superior hygiene 
                
                
            


        

	
                    Sectors
                    
                    Sectors 

                    
                    
                        Sectors
                        
                        
            
            	 Offices
                Environmentally friendly and flexible hydration solutions.
                
            
	 Hospitality
                Premium range of high volume dispensers with multiple options.
                
            
	 Gyms & spas
                Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets.
                
            
	 Facilities management
                Outdoor and indoor water fountains for all demands and budgets  .
                
            


        


            
            	 Healthcare
                COVID-secure dispensers that provide healthy hydration.
                
            
	 Factories & warehouses 
                High volume dispensers with resistant materials for though industrial environments.
                
            
	 Government
                High capacity and durable water dispensers for high use spaces.
                
            
	 Education
                High volumes of instantly hot water for your workplace.
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                Additional links to FAQs
            

        

    









    
        
        	
    
        
            
                Choose your location

                
You might now know this but Waterlogic operate in over a dozen countries across the world. If you're looking for content that's more relevant to where you're located then please choose from our list of Waterlogic Group websites. 


            

        

    
    
        
             Corporate (English) Australia  België (Nederlands) Belgique (Français) Canada (Français) Canada (English) Colombia  Česko  Chile  Danmark  Deutschland  España  France  Ireland  Magyarország  Nederland  Norge  Österreich   Portugal  Sverige  Suomi  United Kingdom  United States 
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                	Subscribe and save 10%
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                	 Today we've saved    plastic bottles from landfill 
                	

                	
                    
                

            

        

    



















    

    
        
            
                404


Sorry this page is missing.



    
    Unfortunately, the page you are trying to reach doesn't exist or has been removed because we thought its content wasn't relevant to you. We invite you to browse our website for the page you are looking for or to contact a member of our team for assistance.

We apologise for the inconvenience.


    





What do you need help with?




    
    
    


            

        

    


    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                    Better thinking, better water, better for you, better for the planet™
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             Corporate (English) Australia  België (Nederlands) Belgique (Français) Canada (Français) Canada (English) Colombia  Česko  Chile  Danmark  Deutschland  España  France  Ireland  Magyarország  Nederland  Norge  Österreich   Portugal  Sverige  Suomi  United Kingdom  United States 
        

    


   
            

        

    






    
        
            
        

    





























    
    
        Your Basket is Empty

Add one of our products to your cart and they will be listed here. Browse our office hygiene products or hybrid units.
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                         Add more products
                    

                

                
            

            
        

    


















    




























    





















    
    


    
    
    
    
    













